Tide Requirements for OPR-K354-NRT1-2006
Atchafalaya Bay to Morgan City
MC/CM 09/27/2006
5.0. TIDES
5.1. Purpose: All tide requirements in these instructions are in direct support of hydrographic
survey operations.
5.2 through 5.6. Refer to Standing Instructions.
5.7. Vertical Datums:
Refer to Standing Instructions.
5.7.1. The operating National Water Level Observation Network (NWLON) station at Galveston
Pleasure Pier, TX (877-1510) will serve as datum control for the survey area. Therefore, it is
critical that this station remain in operation during all periods of hydrography.
5.7.1.1. Water level data acquisition monitoring
Refer to Standing Instructions.
5.7.1.2. Water level station operation and maintenance
Refer to Standing Instructions.
5.7.1.3. No leveling is required at Galveston Pleasure Pier, TX (877-1510) by NOAA’s NRT1
personnel.
5.8. Water Level Station Requirements: The operating water level stations at Stouts Pass, LA
(876-4025), Tesoro Marine Terminal, LA (876-4044), and Lawma - Amerada Pass, LA (8764227) will also provide water level reducers for this project, reiterating the importance of their
operation during all periods of hydrography. See Sections 5.7.1.1. and 5.7.1.2. concerning
responsibilities.
5.8.1. There are no subordinate water level stations required for this project.
5.8.1.2. This section is not applicable for this project.
5.8.1.3 Tide Component Error Estimation: The estimated tidal error contribution to the total
survey error budget in the vicinity of Atchafalaya Bay and Morgan City is 0.13 meters, and
includes the estimated gauge measurement error, tidal datum computation error, and tidal zoning
error. It should be noted that the tidal error component can be significantly greater than stated if
a substantial meteorological event or condition should occur during time of hydrography.
5.9. Zoning: For hydrography in the area of Atchafalaya Bay and Morgan City, Stouts Pass, LA
(876-4025), Tesoro Marine Terminal, LA (876-4044), and Lawma - Amerada Pass, LA (8764227) are the reference stations for predicted tides. Predictions may be retrieved in one month

increments over the Internet from the CO-OPS Home Page at
http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/olddata and then clicking on “Predicted Water Level”.
Predictions are six-minute time series data relative to MLLW in metric units on Greenwich
Mean Time. Apply the following time and height correctors to the predicted tides at Stouts Pass,
LA (876-4025), Tesoro Marine Terminal, LA (876-4044), and Lawma - Amerada Pass, LA (8764227) during the acquisition and preliminary processing phases of this project for correcting all
sounding data.
Zone
Name
WLA240A
WLA263
WLA264
WLA265
WLA266
WLA267
WLA268
WLA269
WLA270
WLA271
WLA272
WLA272A
WLA273

Time
Corrector(mins)
0
-108
-96
-78
-60
-48
-36
-24
-12
+6
-12
-12
0

Range
Ratio

Predicted
Reference

x1.00
x1.73
x1.60
x1.53
x1.40
x1.33
x1.27
x1.20
x1.07
x1.00
x0.86
x0.92
x0.98

876-4227
876-4044
876-4044
876-4044
876-4044
876-4044
876-4044
876-4044
876-4044
876-4044
876-4025
876-4025
876-4025

NOTE: The tide corrector values referenced to Stouts Pass, LA (876-4025), Tesoro Marine
Terminal, LA (876-4044), and Lawma - Amerada Pass, LA (876-4227) are provided in the
zoning file “K354NRT1CORP” for this project and are in the fourth set of correctors
designated as TS4. Longitude and latitude coordinates are in decimal degrees. Negative (-)
longitude is a MapInfo representation of west longitude.
NOTE: For time corrections, a negative (-) time correction indicates that the time of tide in that
zone is earlier than (before) the predicted tides at the reference station, whereas, a positive (+)
time correction indicates that the time of tide in that zone is later than (after) the predicted tides
at the reference station. For height corrections, the water level heights relative to MLLW at the
reference station are multiplied by the range ratio to estimate the water level heights relative to
MLLW in the applicable zone.
Water level gauges for this project have been installed by CO-OPS prior to the start of the
survey. Upon completion of project OPR-K354-NRT1-2006, submit a Pydro generated request
for smooth tides, with times of hydrography abstract and mid/mif tracklines attached. Forward
this request to smooth.tides@noaa.gov .
CO-OPS will review the times of hydrography, final tracklines, and six-minute water level data
from all applicable water level gauges. After review, CO-OPS will send a notice indicating that
the tidal zoning scheme sent with the project instructions has been approved for final zoning. If
there are any discrepancies, CO-OPS will make the appropriate adjustments and forward a
revised tidal zoning scheme to the field group and processing branch for final processing.

5.9.1. Zoning Diagram(s) A zoning diagram, created in MapInfo, is to assist with the zoning
provided in Section 5.9.
5.9.2. Tidebot:
Refer to Standing Instructions.

5.10. Tidal Records:
Refer to Standing Instructions on what data records, reports and requests to submit to CO-OPS
and the address where these documents should be submitted too.

No TPE values were available for this survey, therefore
the product of the survey is a Caris swath-angle BASE grid at
1-meter resolution which contains depth, sounding density,
standard deviation, mean, shoal, and deep sounding child
layers. The finalized depth layer incorporating designated
depths was used as the source of a 1m grid from which
soundings were selected.
The soundings were extracted from
the 1m resolution surface model at a spacing interval of 6mm
at 1:10,000 scale. Soundings were truncated to millimeter
precision and converted to whole feet (NOAA rounding regime)
in HOM.
No chart scale selected soundings were chosen, as final
sounding and contour selection has been left to the discretion
of MCD pending new updated shoreline. See Appendix V.
Supplemental Correspondence for more information.
The CARIS H-Cell file H11635_all_layers.des was created in
CARIS HOM to produce the following Base Cell final products:
US411635_CU.000
US411635_SS.000
US411635_FF.000

1:10,000 Scale
1:10,000 Scale
1:10,000 Scale

H-Cell without Chart Scale Soundings
H11635 Survey Scale Soundings
H11635 Feature File

The completed H-Cell was exported as a Base Cell File
(ENC.000) in S-57 format with all values in metric units. The
metric equivalent ENC.000 file was then converted to NOAA
chart values (ENC_CU.000) with all values measured in feet.
Chart compilation was performed by Atlantic Hydrographic
Branch personnel in Norfolk, Virginia. Compilation data will
be forwarded to Marine Chart Division, Silver Spring,
Maryland.
C.

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL CONTROL

Final vertical correction processing was completed by the
office processor for H11635 using final approved zoning and
water level data provided by N/OPSI CO-OPS. Due to the field
collecting data in LST rather than UTC, all tides information
was downloaded in LST.
Due to instability issues at the Tesoro Marine Terminal, LA
(876-4044), final zoning was based on the gauges at Stouts
Pass (876-4025) and Amerada Pass (876-4227). See Appendix IV –
Tides and Water Levels for the final approved tide note.
Horizontal control used for this survey during data
acquisition is based upon the World Geodetic System-84 (WGS-

